
Sewing Machines for this class are provided by Juki and Moore’s Sewing 
Center.
Due to safety concerns and contractual obligations, you are NOT permitted to 
use any machine other than the machines provided by Juki.

The following  supply list may state that you need to bring your own sewing 
machine. THIS IS NOT CORRECT. Please do not bring your own sewing 
machine to this class.

PLEASE CONTINUE TO PAGE 2 FOR THE INSTRUCTOR’S SUPPLY LIST.



Aurifilosophy Thread Matters with Annie Smith

In this workshop, Annie will give you a brief slideshow lecture and treat you to the origins of the
Aurifil company. You will see how thread is made - featuring the different thread weights that
make Aurifil threads so appealing.
Then, you’ll experience the Aurifil thread weights yourself, learning which needle size is right for
each weight. This workshop is unlike any that you've taken in the past. Annie will take you
through stitching with each thread weight.
She will also share a trunk show of her quilts that have all been made using Aurifil threads.

We’ll create a sample stitched piece that you can turn into a zipper bag, mug rug, or you can cut
it into weight sections and add it to a resource binder for future use. I’ll have samples of the
projects in class. Your kit will have all of the threads, needles, fabric and stabilizer for stitching
that you’ll need.

Each student will receive a swag bag filled with Aurifil and Schmetz items

The kit of threads, notions, fabrics is $55, which will be collected in class, by cash or card.

The sewing machines will be supplied in class, along with any feet and bobbins.

Supply List -- You will need:

● Scissors (small scissors -- not threadsnips, not large shears)
● Pencil or pen for notetaking
● Paper for note taking
● A permanent pen (like an extra fine tip Sharpie or a Micron Pigma pen)

If you have any questions, please contact me at annie@anniesmith.net.
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